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He's the most feared shifter in the sea.She's a middle-aged grandma from Arizona.He may have

finally met his match...Hated and mistrusted. Feared and misunderstood. For decades, the Master

Shark has protected the underwater city of Atlantis. Now, his Empress has set him his most difficult

mission yet:A relaxing beach vacation.Coyote shifter Martha Hernandez doesn't want to take a

vacation. She doesn't want to sit around in some fancy all-shifter resort when her pack could be

getting up to who-knows-what mischief in her absence. And she definitely doesn't want to bang this

mysterious scarred, silent stranger like a screen door in a hurricane.Nope nope nope. No matter

that he's her one true mate. She's a respectable widow with no call to be having such fool notions at

her time of life. What would her family think?But he is the Master Shark. And he has never failed in

the hunt. He'll capture his mate's heart... even if it means learning to salsa.Combining romance,

action, and a generous helping of humor, the Fire & Rescue Shifters series is a must-read for fans

of TS Joyce and Sherrilyn Kenyon. Each book is a standalone romance focusing on a different

couple, but characters reoccur throughout the series. No cliffhangers! Warning: Contains steamy

scenes between a no-nonsense, mature Latina heroine and an alpha hero who will forever change

your opinion of sharks. Can you handle the heat?
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I enjoyed the heck out of this book! When I got the notice that this book had been released, I raised

an eyebrow. I hadn't pegged the Master Shark (from the previous Fire & Rescue Shifters book) as a

character to get his own story. But oh, did he deserve to find his own mate. Both he and Martha are

delightful, though I did find her resistance to her mate a bit much in the beginning. Thankfully, that

bit didn't get totally overdone, and I caught myself chuckling out loud at several points. And I'm so

glad there was the tie between the Fire & Rescue Shifters and the Tropical Sands Resort series.

I've caught myself wishing a couple of times that Ms. Chant would include some crossovers

between her series, so I was very happy to have seen that in this book. I'm just all around pleased

with this one.

I wasn't expecting the Master Shark to get his own story and I really didn't expect to find people

from Shifting Sands so prominent in this book. This cross over book is amazing and so worth

reading.Before the end, a coyote grandmother gets a happy ever after with a shark and even her

coyote son gets a happy ever after with a rattlesnake. This is a story of making the impossible

possible and I absolutely loved it! Thank you Zoe Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Âƒ

I started this series on the 3rd book, and I haven't read one yet that I didn't like. Master Sharks mate

is no different. I loved that the characters were older, I felt there was a subtle difference in the

thought process because of that maturity that wasn't seen in other books, and let's face it, most

romance Novels feature young adults. Either way it was an excellent book, and now I've got my

husband set on the series as well! Waiting on pins and needles for Hughes book

I must admit that I was a little disappointed about this book until I got to the end and realized that

this is a cross over book. All the other books in this series had a damsel in distress but this one did

not. However it was still a great book overall and did introduce us to people from a different series. I

will add this to my read again list and continue to get the rest of the series.

This was so much fun! What happens when you send a coyote grandmother and an extinct? shark

to a shifter resort for a vacation? The craziest love story I've ever read! How do they compromise to

live as true mates is complicated and simple with a touch of magic. A fun read for those who enjoy

reading about a more "mature" age now and then.



I love a romance novel where the hero is so cool and sexy but he doesn't know it. The Master Shark

was hot but shy with women. He was too cool for words. The "grandma" shifter coyote was a perfect

match. I'll have to go back and see if any of Zoe's previous books might appeal so well.

Once again Zoe Chant has written a love story worth reading. In a time when the world focused on

youth, it is nice to know that someone can write of older love - the ones with scars, grey hair and life

on their skin and in their eyes. The ones who can still smile through it all! Well done - now about

Hugh........

I have done it again read a book not in the series order. Now I need to read the others. This book is

for the older reader, meaning the main characters are older. Loved the book and a new shifter I ha

very not read about. Please read and enjoy the book I did.
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